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In this paper, we propose an algorithm for mining associating rules based on 

transaction combination, attribute combination, pattern comparison and comparative 
pattern mapping (CPM), aiming at the databases with a large number of attributes but a 
small number of transactions which are common in engineering design. There are four 
main steps in the CPM algorithm. First, it scans and expands the database and converts it 
into a Boolean matrix. Second, it compresses the Boolean matrix to construct a 
transaction combination matrix (TCM) and an attribute combination matrix (ACM) for 
further calculation. Third, it generates comparative patterns by comparing every 
transaction with other transactions in the ACM and stores the comparative patterns in a 
CP-tree. Finally, it obtains all frequent closed itemsets by picking up the frequent nodes 
of each branch in the last layer of the CP-tree and eliminating false frequent closed nodes, 
and all frequent itemsets are found by disassembling the frequent closed itemsets. By 
comparing CPM with Apriori, FP-Growth, nonordfp and FPgrowth*, it is indicated that 
CPM has a satisfactory performance in mining associating rules from databases with 
multiple attributes, especially for associating rules with low minimum support degree. 
 
Keywords: association rule, transaction combination, attribute combination, pattern 
comparison, comparative pattern mapping 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The association rules are used for describing the relationships hiding in vast data, 
and mining association rules is a very important problem in data mining. With the 
development of information and artificial intelligence technology, mining association 
rules gets more and more attentions.  

The basic concepts of association rule can be described as following: let D be a 
transaction database, T be a transaction, D={T1,T2,T3...Tn}. Let I be a set of items, 
I={I1,I2,I3...Im}, the number of items in I is called the length of I. We call a subset X⊆ I 
an itemset and call X a k-itemset if X contains k items. Every transaction is an itemset, so 
T⊆ I. If an itemset X is a subset of a transaction Ti, then the transaction Ti includes the 
itemset X. The number of all transactions that include itemset X is called the support 
degree of itemset X, denoted as Support(X). Set a minimum of support as min_sup, if 
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Support(X) ≥ min_sup, then the itemset X is a frequency itemset (FI). If a FI can not be 
included by any other FIs, we call the FI a frequent closed itemset (FCI). The 
association rule is an implication of the form X => Y, it describes the probability of X and 
Y arising synchronously in D, where X⊂ I, Y⊂ I, X ≠ ø, Y ≠ ø, and X ∩ Y = ø. In this 
paper, an attribute in a dataset means an item, and a pattern means an itemset. 

The “traditional” algorithms for mining association rules can be classified into two 
main types. Taking Apriori [1] as representative, the one kind of algorithms find frequent 
itemsets by using an iterative approach known as a level-wise search, such that the 
frequent k-itemsets are used for exploring (k+1)-itemsets until no more frequent 
k-itemsets can be found. The efficiency of Apriori rests with the number of candidate 
itemsets. DHP, proposed by Pork et al. [2] improves the efficiency of finding frequent 
2-itemsets by adopting a Hash technology, and this method also improves the process of 
creating candidate itemsets. DIC, proposed by Brin et al. [3] can append candidate 
itemsets dynamically in different courses of scanning database. Patition, proposed by 
Pasquier et al. [4] divides the database into several subsets, finds frequent itemsets of 
every subset and then combines them to find all frequent itemsets. The above three 
algorithms and other algorithms based on Apriori, such as TBAR [5], MARBDP [6] and 
MFI-TransSW [7], all have an advantage over Apriori, but they still spend a great deal of 
time scanning database, finding and testing candidate itemsets. Different from Apriori, 
FP-growth [8-9] doesn’t need to create candidate itemsets, this method compresses 
datasets into a FP-tree and obtains frequent patterns using an FP-tree-based pattern 
fragment growth mining method. Based on FP-growth, many people have proposed their 
improved algorithms [10-14]. Jian Pei and Jiawei Han [15] proposed the H-mine 
algorithm which has high performance and very small space overhead by taking the 
advantage of H-struct data structure and re-adjusting the links at mining different 
“projected” databases. Yahan Hu et al. [16] proposed the MIS-tree structure which is a 
FP-tree-like structure, and they also proposed a high performance algorithm called 
CFP-growth to mining association rules with multiple minimum supports. Hui Wang et 
al. [17] proposed a new algorithm of finding non-redundant association rules based on 
frequent concept lattice which is generated on the basis of the FP-tree. IFP-growth, 
proposed by Kechung Lin et al. [18] has less memory requirement and better 
performance comparing with FP-growth algorithm by using the address-table and 
FP-tree+. Besides, many researchers focus on the parallel mining algorithm (Jian Hu et al. 
[19], Xueli Shen et al. [20]), the incremental mining algorithm (Chuangkai Chiou et al. 
[21], Xin Li et al. [22]), the sequential patterns mining algorithm (Jian Pei et al. [23-24]) 
and et al. Comparing with Apriori, the FP-growth based algorithms have obvious 
advantages (Jochen Hipp et al. [25], Aaron Ceglar et al. [26]), but they are still 
time-consuming to mine association rules with low minimum support degree from 
databases with a large number of attributes. 

In engineering design, we usually need to mine design knowledge from design 
instances. The database of design instances has its own characteristics, such as low 
transaction quantity (commonly less than 5000), high attribute quantity (perhaps 
500-1000), and low minimum support degree (under 1%). This kind of database is very 
common in engineering design. For these databases, Apriori and FP-growth both have 
limitations, especially when the number of attributes is very high and the minimum 
support degree is very low. Based on the analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of 
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existing algorithms, we propose an algorithm based on transaction combination, attribute 
combination, attribute decomposition, pattern comparison and comparative patterns 
mapping (CPM). CPM scans database only once, doesn’t need to generate candidate 
itemsets, and all FCIs can be found by creating a comparative pattern tree (CP-tree). 
CPM has better performance on mining association rules with low minimum support 
degree from databases with a large number of attributes but a small number of 
transactions. It should be pointed out that CPM is established for mining association 
rules from the databases with low transaction quantity, high attribute quantity, and low 
minimum support degree, but CPM is not efficient for mining association rules from the 
databases with very large transaction quantity. 

The organization of this paper can be described as follows. In Section 2, we 
review the original FP-growth algorithm and several FP-growth based algorithms. In 
Section 3, we give the CPM algorithm for mining all FIs, and in Section 4 we present the 
experimental results. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5. 

2. RELATED WORK 

The FP-growth algorithm is a well-known method for mining association rules, 
and it has obvious advances over Apriori. In this section, we review the original 
FP-growth algorithm and several FP-growth based algorithms, such as the nonordfp 
algorithm and the FPgrowth* algorithm. 
 
2.1 The FP-growth algorithm 
 

The FP-growth algorithm was proposed by Han et al. [8], and it is the fundamental 
pattern growth algorithm. The FP-growth algorithm is efficient because 1) it only scans 
the database twice, 2) it doesn’t need to create candidate itemsets, 3) it uses the FP-tree 
(Frequent Pattern tree) to store the information about the frequent itemsets and all FIs 
can be mined from the FP-tree. 

The construction of the FP-tree can be described as follows. First, the database 
need to be scanned to drives the set of frequent 1-itemsets and their support degrees. The 
set of frequent 1-itemsets is stored in the header table in the order of descending support 
degree, and this order list is denoted as L. Second, the root of the FP-tree is created as a 
null node. Then the database need to be scanned a second time to process the items in 
each transaction in L order, and insert the transaction into the FP-tree as a branch. When 
inserting a transaction into the FP-tree, if the node corresponds to the item name, then 
increase the support degree of the node, otherwise a new node is created and its support 
degree is set as 1. 

The process of mining the FP-tree can be described as follows. For each frequent 
1-item x, all paths that contain x is visited and the conditional pattern base of x is formed 
from the root to the parent nodes of x. On the basis of this conditional pattern base, a 
new FP-tree and a new conditional pattern base can be recursively formed. Then the 
frequent itemsets with x as a suffix can be found by the concatenation of x with the 
frequent itemsets generated from the conditional FP-tree. 
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2.2 The nonordfp algorithm 
 

The FP-growth algorithm is efficient, but its performance will decreases obviously 
when the FP-tree is very huge. Thus the nonordfp algorithm was proposed by Park et al. 
[27] to improve the performance of FP-growth. The data structure of nonordfp is similar 
with the FP-tree used in FP-growth, but the data structure of nonordfp is more compact. 
The nodes of the data structure only store their counters and parent pointers, without 
header lists and children mappings. This data structure allows more recursive steps to be 
carried out on the same data structure, without need to rebuild it. The experimental 
results show that nonordfp is more efficient than FP-growth. 
 
2.3 The FPgrowth* algorithm 
 

Gosta Grahne and Jianfei Zhu [28] presented a novel FP-array technique and an 
improved FP-growth method called FPgrowth*. The FP-array (a frequent pairs array) is 
a matrix of an FP-tree, and each element of the matrix corresponds to the counter of an 
ordered pair of items. For an FP-tree, in the new conditional FP-tree construction for 
each item i in the header table, the first traversal of the FP-tree can be replaced by 
constructing a FP-array, because in the FP-array, all frequent items for item i are already 
stored. So the traversal time of an FP-tree can be reduced. The FPgrowth* algorithm has 
an FP-tree as parameter, and an FP-array is an attribute of the FP-tree. In FPgrowth*, it 
is not necessary for every conditional FP-tree to construct its FP-array. If the FP-tree 
corresponds to a sparse data set, its FP-array need to be constructed and the header table 
of the new conditional FP-tree can be constructed from the FP-array directly. Otherwise, 
the FP-array is set as undefined and the header table is constructed from the FP-tree. The 
experimental results that the FPgrowth* is faster than many well-known algorithms for 
many cases. 

3. THE CPM ALGORITHM 

The CPM algorithm is generated in the knowledge discovery of engineering design, 
and it is suitable for the databases which have high attribute quantity but low transaction 
quantity, and the minimum support degree is very low. Such kind of databases is 
common in engineering design. CPM is based on the technologies of Boolean matrix, 
transaction combination, attribute combination, attribute decomposition, pattern 
comparison and comparative patterns mapping. In CPM, we propose a data structure 
called comparative pattern tree (CP-tree) to store the comparative patterns, and the 
construction of CP-tree is based on the pattern comparison method and the comparative 
patterns mapping method. In Section 3.1, we present the basic concepts of CPM. In 
Section 3.2, we introduce the construction of CP-tree. In Section 3.3, we illustrate the 
main steps of CPM. 
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3.1 Basic concepts 
 
1) Boolean matrix: in a Boolean matrix, the elements are all binary data. A Boolean 
matrix can be created by scanning and expanding the database, each row of the Boolean 
matrix indicates a transaction, and each column indicates an attribute. If an attribute is 
included in a transaction, then denoted as 1, otherwise denoted as 0. Taking the database 
shown in Table 1 as example, the Boolean matrix converted from Table 1 is shown in 
Table 2. 
Definition 1. Let D be a transaction dataset, T be a transaction, D={T1,T2,T3...Tn}. Let I 
be a set of items, I={I1,I2,I3...Im}, and T⊆ I. Let D.BM be a Boolean matrix converted from 
D. Let T.BM be a transaction of D.BM, D.BM={T.BM1,T.BM2,T.BM3...T.BMn}. Let I.BM be a set of 
items of D.BM, I.BM={I.BM1,I.BM2,I.BM3...I.BMm}. Let e.BMij be an element of D.BM and e.BMij 
means the item I.BMj of the transaction T.BMi. According to the present of a Boolean 
matrix, D.BM is a m×n matrix, D.BM=D, I.BM=I, and e.BMij is a binary data. 

 
2) Transaction combination: the transaction combination method is used for combining 
the transactions of a Boolean matrix to reduce the number of transactions. The result of 
combining transactions of a Boolean matrix is also a matrix, called transaction 
combination matrix (TCM). 
Definition 2. Let D.TCM be a TCM combined from D.BM, Let T.TCM be a transaction of 
D.TCM, I.TCM be a set of items of D.TCM. Because the transactions of D.BM are combined, 
the number of transactions in D.TCM is less than D.BM, but the attributes in D.TCM is same 
as the attributes in D.BM, I.TCM=I.BM=I. Let e.TCMij be an element of D.TCM and e.TCMij 
means the item I.TCMj of the transaction T.TCMi. The combination for transactions from 
T.BM1 to T.BMn can combine these transactions into a combinational transaction T.TCM1-n. 
The construction of T.TCM1-n is described as follows. For the transactions from T.BM1 to 
T.BMn, the values of an attribute I.BMi in each transaction T.BMi are arranged in the order of 
transactions, and these values are combined into an integer. For example, the first 
attribute of T.TCM1-n can be calculated by combining the binary elements from e.BM11, 
e.BM21, e.BM31 to e.BMn1 into an integer. Taking the Boolean matrix shown in Table 2 as an 
example, if we want to combine the transactions from T1 to T3, the values of attribute I1 
in T1, T2 and T3 will be arranged as “101”, and they will be combined into an integer of 
“5”, the values of attribute I2 in T1, T2 and T3 will be arranged as “011”, and they will be 
combined into an integer of “3”. Using the same method, the other attributes of T1, T2 
and T3 can be all combined. The TCM combined from the Boolean matrix shown in 
Table 2 is shown in Fig. 1. The technology for combining transactions is called the 
transaction combination method. In a TCM, each transaction is a combinational 
transaction. 

Table 1. A Dataset
0,2,3,5,6 
1,2,3,4 
0,1,4,5,6 
1,2,3,5 
1,3,4 
0,1,2,3,5,6 

Table 2. The Boolean matrix
I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7

T1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
T2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
T3 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
T4 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
T5 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
T6 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
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In actual computation, the number of transactions in single combination is limited 
to 60 by the restriction of the length of an integer stored in computer. For instance, 
120,000 transactions in a Boolean matrix can be combined into 2000 transactions. It 
should be pointed out that in Fig. 1, we choose the transactions from T1 to T3 and 
transactions from T4 to T6 to be combined is just for the convenience of explaining the 
transaction combination method. In actual computation, we choose every 60 transactions 
to be combined. The number of transactions stored in TCM can be reduced to 1/60 of 
origination, and the memory consumption and the computational complexity of CPM can 
be reduced obviously. 

 
Fig. 1. A TCM combined from the Boolean matrix shown in Table 2. 

 
3) Attribute combination: the attribute combination method is used for combining the 
attributes of a Boolean matrix to reduce the number of attributes. The result of 
combining attributes of a Boolean matrix is also a matrix, called attribute combination 
matrix (ACM). 
Definition 3. Let D.ACM be a ACM combined from D.BM, Let T.ACM be a transaction of 
D.ACM, I.ACM be a set of items of D.ACM. Because the attributes of D.BM are combined, the 
number of attributes in D.ACM is less than D.BM, but the transactions in D.ACM is same as 
the transactions in D.BM, T.ACM=T.BM=T. Let e.ACMij be an element of D.ACM and e.ACMij 
means the item I.ACMj of the transaction T.ACMi. The combination for attributes from I.BM1 
to I.BMm can combine these attributes into a combinational attribute I.ACM1-m. For each 
transaction T.ACMi, I.ACM1-m can be calculated by arranging the values of attributes from 
e.BMi1 to e.BMim in the order of attributes and combining these values into an integer. 
Taking the Boolean matrix shown in Table 2 as an example, if we want to combine the 
attributes from I4 to I7, the values of attribute I4 in T1, I5 in T1, I6 in T1 and I7 in T1 will be 
arranged as “1011”, and they will be combined into an integer of “11”, the values of 
attribute I4 in T2, I5 in T2, I6 in T2 and I7 in T2 will be arranged as “1100”, and they will be 
combined into an integer of “12”. Using the same method, the attributes of T3, T4 and T5 
can be all combined. The ACM combined from the Boolean matrix shown in Table 2 is 
shown in Fig. 2. The technology for combining attributes is called the attribute 
combination method. In an ACM, each attribute is a combinational attribute.  

Like transaction combination, in actual computation, the number of attribute in 
single combination is also limited to 60. It should be pointed out that in Fig. 2, we 
choose the attributes from I1 to I3 and attributes from I4 to I7 to be combined is also just 
for the convenience of explaining the attribute combination method. In actual 
computation, we choose every 60 attributes to be combined. The number of attributes 
stored in ACM can be reduced to 1/60 of origination. 
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Fig. 2. An ACM combined from the Boolean matrix shown in Table 2. 

 
4) Attribute decomposition: the attribute decomposition method is used for 
decomposing the combinational attributes of transactions in an ACM. The process of 
decomposing combinational attribute is a reverse process of combining attribute. 
Definition 4. In D.ACM, all attributes are combinational attributes. I.ACM is a set of items 
of D.ACM, I.ACM={I.ACM1,I.ACM2,I.ACM3...I.ACMm}. Supposing I.ACM1 is combined by the 
attributes from I1 to Ii of D.BM, the method of decomposing the combinational attribute 
I.ACM1 of T.ACMi to the attributes I1, I2,…Ii of T.BMi can be described as follows. The integer 
data of I.ACM1 in T.ACMi need to be transfer to a binary data, the length of the binary data is 
i. The first bit in the binary data is corresponding to I1, the second bit in the binary data is 
corresponding to I2, and so on. If a bit in the binary data is “1”, its corresponding 
attribute Ix is included in T.BMi. Taking the decomposition of attributes of T3 in the ACM 
shown in Fig. 2 as an example, the first attribute of T3 is combined by I1, I2 and I3, the 
second attribute of T3 is combined by I4, I5, I6 and I7, the integer data of T3 need to be 
transfer to binary data, “6”=“110”, “7”=“0111”, the attributes I1, I2, I5, I6 and I7 are 
included in T3, T3={I1, I2, I5, I6, I7}. The technology of decomposing attributes is called 
the attribute decomposition method. 
5) Pattern comparison: the pattern comparison method is used for finding the mutual 
pattern of two patterns in an ACM. In this paper, a pattern means an itemset, and also 
means a transaction.  
Definition 5. In D.ACM, The mutual pattern of T.ACMi and T.ACMj can be found by 
calculating the corresponding attributes I.ACMi of T.ACMi and T.ACMj using bitwise ‘and’ 
operation. To calculate the mutual pattern of T1 and T2 in the ACM shown in Fig. 2, we 
need to calculate the attributes I1-3 of T1 and T2 using bitwise ‘and’ operation, 5 ‘and’ 3 = 
1. Then we need to calculate the attributes I4-7 of T1 and T2 using bitwise ‘and’ operation, 
11 ‘and’ 12 = 8. The mutual pattern of T1 and T2 is (1,8). The mutual pattern is called a 
comparative pattern, denoted as T.MP, and the technology of finding mutual pattern is 
called the pattern comparison method. 

According to the definition of pattern comparison, the comparison of two patterns 
T.ACMi and T.ACMj has five probable results, such as T.ACMi=T.ACMj, T.ACMi ⊂ T.ACMj, 
T.ACMj ⊂ T.ACMi, T.ACMi∩T.ACMj≠ø and T.ACMi∪T.ACMj≠T.ACMi and T.ACMi∪T.ACMj≠T.ACMj, 
T.ACMi∩T.ACMj=ø. 
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3.2 The CP-tree data structure 
 

In this paper, we propose a data structure called comparative pattern tree (CP-tree). 
The CP-tree is a dendriform data structure to store the comparative patterns, and it is 
created based on an ACM. The beginning of a CP-tree is a null node, and every node of 
a CP-tree has four attributes, such as the array of pattern values, the support degree of 
the pattern, the pointer to father node and the array of pointers to child nodes. The 
process of constructing a CP-tree can be described as follows. First, the first pattern 
(transaction) in an ACM is added into CP-tree, and its father node is the null node. Then 
using the pattern comparison method, the other patterns in an ACM are compared one by 
one with the patterns of the nodes in the first layer of CP-tree, and new nodes are added 
into CP-tree according to the results of comparison. Let T1 and T2 as two patterns, T1 is a 
pattern in CP-tree and T2 is a pattern in ACM, the comparison of two patterns T2 and T1 
has five probable results, such as T1=T2, T1⊂ T2, T2⊂ T1, T1∩T2≠ø and T1∪T2≠T1 and 
T1∪T2≠T2, T1∩T2=ø. When T1=T2, the supports degree of T1 and all of its sub nodes are 
added on 1. When T1⊂ T2, T2 includes T1 absolutely, T2 is added into the first layer of 
CP-tree, the support degree of T2 is set as 1, and the father node of T2 is set as the null 
node. Furthermore, the father node of T1 is set as T2, and the supports degree of T1 and 
all sub nodes are added on 1. When T2⊂ T1, T1 includes T2 absolutely. If T1 has no sub 
node, T2 is added as a sub node of T1, and the support degree of T2 is set as Support(t1)+1. 
If T1 has sub node, T2 is compared with all sub nodes in the first layer of T1, and new 
nodes are added according to the results of comparison. When T1∩T2≠ø and T1∪T2≠T1 
and T1∪T2≠T2, T2 and T1 are not completely the same but have a mutual pattern. Let T12 
be the mutual pattern of T1 and T2. If T1 has no sub node, T12 is added as a sub node of T1, 
the support degree of T12 is set as Support(t1)+1, and T2 is added as a sub node of the null 
node, the support degree of T2 is set as 1. If T1 has sub node, T12 is comparing with all 
sub nodes in the first layer of T1, then new nodes are added according to the results of 
comparison, and finally T2 is added as a sub node of the null node, the support degree of 
T2 is also set as 1. When T1∩T2=ø, T2 and T1 are completely different, T2 is added as a 
sub node of the null node, and the support degree of T2 is set as 1. The technology of 
constructing a CP-tree is called the comparative patterns mapping method. 

In the process of generating CP-tree, the CP-tree will be clipped according to the 
minimum support degree. If the support degree of a pattern Ti is equal to or more than 
the minimum support degree, Ti is a frequent pattern and needn’t comparing and growing. 
All sub nodes of Ti are deleted, and in the following process, no node will be added as a 
sub node of Ti. 
Lemma 1. All FCIs are stored in the last layer of CP-tree.  
Proof. 1) Let Ti,j be a node stored in layer j of branch i, Ti,j+1 be a node stored in layer 
j+1 of branch i. Because Ti,j+1 is constructed by comparing Ti,j with other patterns, Ti,j+1 is 
a subpattern of Ti,j, Ti,j+1⊂ Ti,j, Support(Ti,j+1) > Support(Ti,j). 

2) In the process of constructing CP-tree, every pattern in an ACM will be 
compared with the nodes in CP-tree, and the comparison results (comparative patterns) 
will be stored in CP-tree. If we do not clip CP-tree, all of the mutual patterns will be 
stored in CP-tree. Let TCi,j be a FCI, it is stored in layer j of branch i. Because TCi,j can 
not be included by any other patterns, all of the father patterns of TCi,j are not frequent, 
and all of the subpatterns are frequent. When we clip the CP-tree, all of the subpatterns 
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of TCi,j will be deleted. Thus TCi,j is the only frequent pattern in branch i and it must be in 
the last layer. 

To sum up, all FCIs are stored in CP-tree and they are all in the last layer.  
But there still has a problem, we can ensure that all FCIs are stored in the last layer 

of CP-tree, but we can not ensure that all of the frequent patterns in the last layer are 
FCIs, maybe there have some frequent patterns which are subpatterns of other frequent 
patterns. To find all FCIs, we need to pick up all frequent patterns of each branch in the 
last layer of CP-tree and then eliminate false frequent closed patterns. How to ensure that 
all of the frequent patterns in the last layer are FCIs is the emphases of further research.  

The idea of CP-tree originates from the FP-tree in FP-growth, but there are many 
differences between CP-tree and FP-tree. There are frequent patterns stored in FP-tree, 
and final frequent patterns must be mined from FP-tree with complex calculation. 
FP-tree will become huger and huger with the number of attributes becoming larger and 
larger. Different from FP-tree, comparative patterns are stored in CP-tree, and in the 
process of creating CP-tree, the clip strategy can reduce the complexity of CP-tree 
effectively. Furthermore, all FCIs can be obtained from the last layer of CP-tree. 

The process of constructing CP-tree is shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. The process of constructing CP-tree. 
Function CreateCP-tree(AttributeCombinationMatrix: ACM, Min_sup: MS) 
// Create the CP-tree 
Define AllPatternsLen: int(the length of patterns in ACM) 
Input: ACM, MS 
Output: CP-tree 
L1. Add the first Pattern T1 to CP-tree, set Support(T1)=1 
L2. for i = 2 to AllPatternsLen do 
// call SunFunction AddPatterntoCPTree to add the Pattern[i] into CP-tree 
L3.  AddPatterntoCPTree(Pattern: Pattern[i], Pattern: null) 
L4. end  // end for i = 2 to AllPatternLen  
End 
 
SubFunction AddPatterntoCPTree(Pattern: Ti, Pattern: StartPattern) 
// subfunction for adding a pattern to CP-tree 
Define SubPatternsLen: int(the length of patterns in first sub-layer of StartPattern) 
L1. for i = 1 to SubPatternsLen do 
// Compare two patterns, get the comparative result 
L2.  Cresult = ComparePattern(Pattern: Ti, Pattern: SubPattern[i]) 
L3.  if Cresult = 1 then  // T1 = T2 
// Increase support degree of node SubPattern[i] and all of its all sub-nodes 
// the clip arithmetic is included in function IncreaseSupport 
L4.    IncreaseSupport(Pattern: SubPattern[i]) 

Exit 
L5.  end  //end if Cresult = 1  
L6.  if Cresult = 2 then  // T1⊂ T2 
L7.    IncreaseSupport(Pattern: SubPattern[i]) 
L8.    AddPatterntoPattern(Pattern: Ti, Pattern: StartPattern,  

Pattern: SubPattern[i]) 
       Exit 
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L9.  end  //end if Cresult = 2  
L10.  if Cresult = 3 then  // T2⊂ T1 
// nested call, add pattern Ti to pattern[i] 
L11.    AddPatterntoCPTree(Pattern: Ti, Pattern: SubPattern[i]) 

Exit 
L12.  end  //end if Cresult = 3 
L13.  if Cresult = 4 then  // T1∩T2≠ø and T1∪T2≠T1 and T1∪T2≠T2 
L14.    Pattern: mt = GetMutualPattern(Pattern: Ti, Pattern: SubPattern[i]) 
// nested call, add pattern mt to pattern[i] 
L15.    AddPatterntoCPTree(Pattern: mt, Pattern: SubPattern[i]) 
L16.  end  //end if Cresult = 4 
L17.  Add Pattern Ti as sub-node of StartPattern 
L18.  set Support(Ti)= Support(StartPattern) +1 
L19.  If Support(Ti)>= Minsup then call the clip arithmetic 
L20. end  //end for i = 1 to SubPatternLen 
End 

 
Taking the ACM shown in Fig. 2 as an example, let the minimum support degree 

be 3, then the process of constructing CP-tree is shown in Fig. 3. The nodes which have 
bold elliptical frame are new added nodes in a step, and the nodes which have bold 
rectangular frame are frequent nodes. For all frequent nodes, all sub nodes must to be 
deleted and the growth of these frequent nodes must to be stopped. 
 
3.3 The CPM algorithm 
 

The CPM algorithm is used for mining association rules with low minimum support 
degree from the instances databases in engineering design. These instances databases 
have high attribute quantity and low transaction quantity. Aiming at the characteristic of 
high attribute quantity, CPM adopts the attribute combination method to reduce the 
number of attributes. Because the number of attributes can be reduced to 1/60 of 
origination, the efficiency of comparing pattern and mapping pattern can be improved 
obviously. Aiming at the characteristic of low minimum support degree, CPM adopts the 
clip strategy according to minimum support degree to clip the CP-tree. This strategy can 
reduce the complexity of CP-tree and reduce the run time of creating CP-tree. 
Furthermore, the technologies of Boolean matrix, transaction combination, pattern 
comparison, pattern mapping and binary operation in CPM also are the guarantee of high 
efficiency. 
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Fig. 3. The process of constructing CP-tree. 

 
Table 4. The main function of CPM. 

Function CPM-Algorithm (Database: D, Min_sup: MS) 
//the basic function of CPM 
Define BM : Boolean Matrix, TCM: Transaction Combination Matrix, 
      ACM: Attribute Combination Matrix, CPT: CP-tree, 
      FCIs: Frequent Closed Itemsets, FIs: Frequent Itemsets 
Input: D, MS 
Output: All FIs 
S1. BM = CreateBooleanMatrix(Database: D) 
S2. TCM = CreateTransactionCombinationMatrix(BooleanMatrix: BM) 
   ACM = CreateAttributecombinationMatrix(BooleanMatrix: BM) 
S3. CPT = CreateCP-tree(AttributeCombinationMatrix: ACM, Min_sup: MS) 
S4. FCIs = GetFrequentClosedItemsets(CP-tree: CPT) 
S5. FIs = DisassembleLargeFrequentItemsets(FrequentClosedItemsets: FCIs) 
S6. GetFrequenctItemsetsSupport(FrequentItemsets: FIs,  

TransactioncombinationMatrix: TCM) 
end 
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Fig. 4. The four steps of CPM. 

 
The main function of CPM is shown in Table 4. We divide CPM into four steps, 

shown in Fig. 4. The four steps are presented as following: (1) a Boolean matrix is 
constructed by scanning database (S1); (2) a TCM and an ACM are established based on 
the Boolean matrix by using the transaction combination method and attribute 
combination method (S2); (3) a CP-tree is established based on ACM by using the 
pattern comparison method and the comparative patterns mapping method (S3). (4) all 
FCIs are found from the CP-tree, all FIs are found by disassembling the FCIs, and the 
support degrees of FIs are calculated based on the TCM (S4, S5 and S6). In Section 3.1 
and 3.2, we already introduce the technologies of constructing a Boolean matrix, 
constructing a TCM, constructing an ACM and constructing a CP-tree. In the following 
content, we present the technology of constructing All FIs and calculating their support 
degrees. 
1) Construction of All FCIs (S4): FCIs are stored in the last layer of a CP-tree, all FCIs 

can be found by distilling the frequent patterns in the last layer of a CP-tree and 
eliminating all false frequent closed itemsets. Taking the CP-tree shown in Fig. 3 as 
an example, set the support degree is 3, the FCIs in the last layer of the CP-tree are as 
following: {1,10}，{4,3}，{2,8}，{2,4}，{3,8}，{2,2}. In these frequent patterns, the 
pattern {2,8} is a false frequent pattern because it is included in the pattern{3,8}, it 
must be eliminated.  

2) Construction of All FIs (S5): All FIs can be found by disassembling the FCIs. Before 
disassembling the FCIs, we must decompose the attributes of FCI using the attribute 
decomposition method introduced in Section 3.1, because the attributes of FCI are all 
combinational attributes. The result of decomposing the attributes of FCIs is shown 
in Table 5. 

Table 5. The result of decomposing the attributes of FCIs. 
{1,10}      {4,3}       {2,4}     {3,8}      {2,2} 

{I3,I4,I6}    {I1,I6,I7}     {I2,I5}    {I2,I3,I4}     {I2,I6} 
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After decomposing the attributes of FCIs, we can create all FIs by 
disassembling the FCIs. All FIs disassembling from the FCIs shown in Table 5 are 
particularized as following: {I1}, {I2}, {I3}, {I4}, {I5}, {I6}, {I7}, {I1,I6}, {I1,I7}, {I2,I3}, 
{I2,I4}, {I2,I5}, {I2,I6}, {I3,I4}, {I3,I6}, {I4,I6}, {I6,I7}, {I1,I6,I7}, {I2,I3,I4}, {I3,I4,I6}. 

3) Calculating the support degrees of FIs (S6): The support degree of a FI can be 
calculated based on the TCM. For every transaction in the TCM, all attributes in a FI 
are calculated using bitwise ‘and’ operation to obtain an integer, and the integer is 
translated into a binary number. The support degree of the FI is the number of “1” in 
the binary number. For example, if we want to calculate the support of the FI 
={I3,I4,I6}, the attributes I3,I4 and I6 in first transaction of the TCM shown in Fig. 1 
are calculated using bitwise ‘and’ operation, 6 ‘and’ 6 ‘and’ 5 = 4, the binary format 
of 4 is “100”, the number of “1” is 1. In the same way, the attributes I3, I4 and I6 in 
second transaction are calculated using bitwise ‘and’ operation, 5 ‘and’ 7 ‘and’ 5 = 5, 
the binary format of 5 is “101”, the number of “1” is 2. So the support degree of the 
FI is 3. All support degrees of FIs are shown in Table 6. 

Table 6. All FIs and their support degrees. 
FI {I1} {I2} {I3} {I4} {I5} {I6} {I7} 

Support 3 5 4 5 3 4 3 
FI {I1,I6} {I1,I7} {I2,I3} {I2,I4} {I2,I5} {I2,I6} {I3,I4} 

Support 3 3 3 4 3 3 4 
FI {I3,I6} {I4,I6} {I6,I7} {I1,I6,I7} {I2,I3,I4} {I3,I4,I6}  

Support 3 3 3 3 3 3  

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

In order to present the efficiency of the CPM algorithm, we compare it with an 
improved Apriori algorithm [29], the original FP-growth algorithm [8], the nonordfp 
algorithm [27] and the FPgrowth* algorithm [28]. All experiments were performed on a 
PC with Intel P4-2G and 512 MB main memory, running on Microsoft Windows XP 
Professional and all the programs are coded in Delphi. We apply the algorithms on 
several common databases of design instances in engineering design. The number of 
transactions in test databases is all 4000, and the number of attributes is from 100 to 
1000. The detailed information of test databases is shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. Test databases. 

Database Number of 
transactions 

Number of 
attributes

Average 
length Database Number of 

transactions
Number of 
attributes 

Average 
length 

T9.I3.D4k 4000 100 9 T12.I3.D4k 4000 200 12 
T16.I4.D4k 4000 400 16 T21.I4.D4k 4000 600 21 
T24.I4.D4k 4000 800 24 T27.I4.D4k 4000 1000 27 

 
In the first experiment, we investigate the run time of the CPM algorithm comparing 

with Apriori by varying the number of attributes from 100 to 1000, the number of 
transactions is respectively set as 1000, 2000 and 3000, and the minimum support degree 
is set as 1%. The test results are shown in Fig. 5. Apriori scans database many times, and 
spends a great deal of time generating and testing candidate itemsets. When the quantity 
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of transactions is small, it doesn’t take Apriori too much time to scan database. But when 
the minimum support degree is low, the number of candidate itemsets is huge, it’s 
time-consuming to generate and test candidate itemsets. CPM scans database only once, 
and doesn’t need to generate and test candidate itemsets, so CPM has better performance 
than Apriori. The test results in Fig. 5 definitely indicate the advantage of CPM 
comparing with Apriori.  

 
Fig. 5. Runtime of CPM with respect to Apriori. 

 
In the second experiment, we investigate the run time of the CPM algorithm 

comparing with FP-growth, nonordfp and FPgrowth* by varying the number of 
attributes from 100 to 1000, the number of transactions is respectively set as 1000 and 
2000, and the minimum support degree is set as 1%. The test results are shown in Fig. 6 
and Fig. 7.  

In the third experiment, we investigate the run time of the CPM algorithm 
comparing with FP-growth, nonordfp and FPgrowth* by varying the number of 
transactions from 500 to 4000, the number of attributes is respectively set as 600, 800 
and 1000, and the minimum support degree is set as 1%. The test results are shown in 
Fig. 8 to Fig. 10. 

In the fourth experiment, we investigate the run time of the CPM algorithm 
comparing with FP-growth, nonordfp and FPgrowth* by varying the minimum support 
degree from 0.25% to 5%, the number of transactions is respectively set as 2000 and 
3000, the number of attributes is respectively set as 800 and 1000. The test results are 
shown in Fig. 11 to Fig. 14. 

          
Fig. 6. Runtime of mining FIs on                Fig. 7. Runtime of mining FIs on 
databases with 1000 transactions.                databases with 2000 transactions. 
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Fig. 8. Runtime of mining FIs on                Fig. 9. Runtime of mining FIs on 

database with 600 attributes.                    database with 800 attributes. 
 

 
   Fig. 10. Runtime of mining FIs on database with 1000 attributes. 

 

          
Fig. 11. Runtime of mining FIs on T24.I4.D4k   Fig. 12. Runtime of mining FIs on T27.I4.D4k 

(number of attributes: 800).                  (number of attributes: 1000). 
 

         
Fig. 13. Runtime of mining FIs on T24.I4.D4k  Fig. 14. Runtime of mining FIs on T27.I4.D4k 

(number of attributes: 800).                  (number of attributes: 1000). 
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The most time-consuming process in CPM is the process of constructing CP-tree, 
and the most time-consuming process in the FP-growth based algorithms is the process 
of constructing and mining FP-tree. In this paragraph, we analyze the effects of the 
number of attributes, the number of transactions and the minimum support degree on the 
run time of constructing CP-tree, constructing and mining FP-tree. In the process of 
constructing CP-tree, each transaction in the database needs to be compared with all of 
the nodes in CP-tree, and with the number of comparative transactions increasing, more 
and more nodes are added into CP-tree. The number of transactions is an important 
factor which influences the performance of CPM. As the number of transactions 
becoming larger and larger, the run time of CPM will increase in geometric progression. 
How to reform the process of constructing CP-tree is the emphasis of improving the 
performance of CPM in further research. The variety of the number of attributes has few 
effect on the run time of constructing CP-tree, but it can influence the performance of 
other processes, such as establishing ACM, disassembling FCIs, calculating the support 
degrees of FIs and so on. In the process of constructing CP-tree, we clip the CP-tree 
according to the minimum support degree. The lower the minimum support degree is, the 
less the nodes in CP-tree is and the higher the performance of constructing the CP-tree is. 
The minimum support degree is another important factor which influences the 
performance of CPM. For FP-growth based algorithms, a huge FP-tree can obviously 
depress their performances. But when the quantities of transactions and attributes are 
small, their influences on the performance of FP-tree are little. Different from the 
quantities of transactions and attributes, the minimum support degree doesn’t influence 
the size of FP-tree, but it can seriously affect the performance of mining FIs from 
FP-tree.  

Based on the above analysis, the results shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 14 can be explained 
as follows: Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the influence of the number of attributes on the 
performance of the CPM and the FP-growth based algorithms. According to the results, 
when the number of attributes is varied from 100 to 1000, the run time of CPM and 
FP-growth based algorithms all increases gradually, but the performance change ratios of 
the FP-growth based algorithms are less than CPM. The results shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 
7 also indicate that if the minimum support degree is set as 1%, CPM is faster than the 
FP-growth based algorithms when the number of attributes is large than 600 and the 
number of transactions is less than 1000. But CPM is slower when the number of 
transactions is more than 1000. Fig. 8 to Fig. 10 show the influence of the number of 
transactions on the performance of the CPM and the FP-growth based algorithms. When 
the number of transactions is varied from 500 to 1000, the run time of CPM increases 
gradually, but when the number of transactions is varied from 1000 to 4000, the run time 
of CPM increases rapidly. When the number of transactions is varied from 500 to 4000, 
the performance change ratios of the FP-growth based algorithms are obviously less than 
CPM. The results shown in Fig. 8 to Fig. 10 also indicate that if the minimum support 
degree is set as 1%, CPM is faster than the FP-growth based algorithms when the 
number of transactions is less than 1000. When the number of transactions is very large, 
the CPM is inefficient. Fig. 11 to Fig. 14 show the influence of the minimum support 
degree on the performance of the CPM and the FP-growth based algorithms. According 
to the results, when the minimum support degree is less than 1%, the run time of CPM 
and the FP-growth based algorithms increase rapidly. Although a large number of 
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transactions will seriously increase the run time of constructing CP-tree, a low minimum 
support degree can clip CP-tree and decrease the run time of constructing CP-tree 
obviously. Due to the clip strategy in the process of constructing CP-tree, the lower the 
minimum support degree is, the faster the CP-tree is clipped, and the less the calculation 
of comparing patterns is. CPM has more superiority when the minimum support is 
getting lower. As the results shown in Fig. 11 to Fig. 14, when the minimum support 
degree is less than 1%, the number of transactions is 2000 or the number of transactions 
is 3000 and the number of attributes is 1000, CPM is faster than FP-growth based 
algorithms. When the minimum support degree is less than 0.5%, the number of 
transactions is 3000 and the number of attributes is 800, CPM is faster than FP-growth 
and nonordfp, but slower than FP-growth*.  

The theoretical analysis and experimental results both show that the number of 
attributes hasn’t a great effect on the performance of CPM, but the number of 
transactions and the minimum support degree have a great effect on CPM. In conclusion, 
the CPM algorithm is obviously faster than Apriori. When the number of transactions is 
less than 1000, or the number of transactions is less than 2000 and the minimum support 
degree is less than 1%, or the number of transactions is less than 3000 and the minimum 
support degree is less than 0.5%, CPM algorithm is better than FP-growth, nonordfp and 
FPgrowth*. CPM can exactly satisfy the properties of the databases of design instances 
in engineering design, such as low transaction quantity, high attribute quantity and low 
minimum support degree. For the databases of design instances in engineering design, 
CPM is a suitable algorithm for mining association rules with low minimum support 
degree. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Mining association rules is very important in data mining. In this paper, we 
proposed a CPM algorithm for mining association rules from the databases with large 
number of attributes but small number of transactions, which is very common in the 
database of design instances in engineering design. The CPM algorithm adopts the 
technologies of Boolean matrix, transaction combination, attribute combination, attribute 
decomposition, pattern comparison and pattern mapping. The theoretical analysis and 
experimental studies all indicate that the number of attributes hasn’t a great effect on the 
performance of CPM, but the number of transactions has a great effect on CPM, and the 
lower the minimum support degree is, the faster the CPM algorithm is. The CPM 
algorithm has a high efficiency for mining association rules with low minimum support 
degree from the databases with large number of attributes but small number of 
transactions. 
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